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The Hazards

• Hail has been Australia’s most costly natural peril over 

the last 20 years, with insured losses from single events 

now exceeding $500m on a regular basis.

• Damaging winds occur under a variety of 

meteorological conditions (tropical cyclones, east coast 

lows, microbursts, tornadoes). Recent wind events in 

Melbourne exposed the significant vulnerability to tree-

fall.

• Severe Weather Warnings and Detailed Severe 

Thunderstorms Warnings are used to alert 

communities.

How can we inform these warnings using weather radar?

Hail damage to tile roofs from the 31-10-2020 
hailstorm. Springfield Lakes, QLD (SES, 2020)

Fallen transmission tower in South 
Australia following the severe storms 28-09-2016 

(ABC news, 2016)



How can radar estimate hail?

• Weather radars collect a 3D image (x, y, z) of 
precipitation intensity inside thunderstorms is 
collected for every radar scan. Polarimetric radars 
collect additional attributes on particle shape, diversity 
and liquid water content.

• This 3D image can be used to provide a first guess of 
hail size as a 2D surface-grid by integrating reflectivity 
above the freezing level (MESH).

• Polarimetric information improves the accuracy of hail 
size estimates and ground-impact location.

• Additionally, accumulation depth can be estimated 
using polarimetric information.

National MESH composite for 03-06Z period on 16-01-2021



Current Hail Products

• Weather radar is used to identify, track and 
nowcast the path of thunderstorms in the 
immediate future.

• The legacy hail size algorithm, MESH, is run 
on all radars via Rainfields 3.

• Polarimetric information used to identify 
where hail is occurring.

Limitations

• Legacy hail size algorithm uses uncalibrated 
radar data. Small biases in reflectivity lead to 
large errors in hail size estimates.

• No information on hail accumulations.

• Need for polarimetric hail sizing.

• Need for nowcasting products specific to hail.



How can radar estimate true winds?

3D wind retrievals provide a physically constrained 
estimate of the true wind from Doppler radar 
measurements.

To retrieve 3D winds at a grid point you either need :
1. Two or more (non – collinear) Doppler measurements + mass 

continuity equation

2. One Doppler measurement + mass continuity + a strong 
assumption or other equation... e.g.,

• VAD: horizontal wind linear (rotation), w, shear constant 
horizontally

• DoubleVAD (DVAD) : same as VAD but with rotation

• More complex technique : optical flow + 1 Doppler

Using these two approaches it is possible to provide 
3D winds retrievals across all of the Australian 
Doppler radar network.
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Current Wind Products Limitations

• Surface weather stations used to detect 
damaging winds

• Doppler weather is used to manually identify 
storm-scale features that can produce 
damaging winds and assess the large-scale 
wind field

• Manual assessment of Doppler radar is both 
time consuming and complex.

• Surface weather stations are sparse, and 
often to not sample the maximum wind gust

• Need for nowcasting products specific to 
wind.



Research to Operations

Uplift current radar-derived products to utilise the latest technology and science.

1. Using the recently completed radar-calibration service (S3CAR*), correct radar data used for 
conventional hail estimates

2. Implement polarimetric algorithms for hail sizing and accumulation depth.

3. Implement 3D winds for radars across Australia to retrieve the wind field.

4. Provide mapping of recent impact (hail and wind swaths), current analysis and hazard specific 
nowcasts of expected impact (~25 minutes) on a national grid.

5. Validation using insurance claims (hail mapping) and surface weather stations (wind mapping)

6. Visualisation in Visual Weather (internal viewer)

7. Delivery into operations by June 2022 followed by release to registered users.

* Check it out: http://s3car-server.bom.gov.au/s3car-server/

http://s3car-server.bom.gov.au/s3car-server/


Hail Demonstration
Hail retrievals
• MESH (Maximum Estimated Size of Hail)

• Conventional Algorithm
• Lower accuracy, provides 2D information (hail size)

• HSDA (Hail Size Discrimination Algorithm)
• Polarimetric Algorithm
• Used in operations by National Weather Service.
• Most accurate, provides 3D information (hail size)

• HAcc (Hail Accumulation)
• Polarimetric Algorithm
• Experimental use by National Weather Service.
• Provides 2D information (hail depth in cm)

Hail drifts reported near 
Beaudesert
(26-9-2018)

Hail up to 60 mm 
reported

(19-1-2020)



Wind Demonstration
3D wind retrievals
• Horizontal wind speed and direction
• Vertical air motions (updrafts/downdrafts) 

associated with convection

Convective Diagnostics (derived from 3D winds)
• Low-level wind information (AWS-corrected)
• Updraft helicity (rotating updrafts)
• Vertical Vorticity
• Low-level convergence
• Vertical wind shear

NB :
Multi-Doppler most accurate but rare (Sydney)
Single-Doppler retrieval for "orphan" radars
Simpler DVAD for mesoscale winds around storms
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Applications beyond warnings
Hail

• Verification of new storm attributes (from ACCESS-
CE3) and warnings using hail retrievals as a ground-
truth

• Collaboration with PERILS AG to estimate hail losses 
(motor and property) in real-time at postcode level. 
First known application of an automated assessment!

• SA Department of Primary Industries and Regions for 
the 28 Oct 2021 event to estimate impact on 
agricultural sector

Winds

• Verification of new storm attributes and warnings using 
wind retrievals

• Real-time wind farm operations

• Dynamic line rating calculations (efficiency of heat 
dissipation by wind conditions)

• Agriculture (spray drift management)

• Assist post-event recovery (wind impact mapping)

Barley grain loss follow recent SA hailstorms. 
ABC News; Ben Lehmann

Tree damage in Emerald, VIC. ABC News: 
Simon Winter



Future of hazard-specific Information

Delivering robust information on the severity of 
hazards is an important step towards improving the 
automation of severe thunderstorm nowcasting and 
warning.

Integration the new hail and wind information with 
existing radar information on rain-rate and lightning 
(Rainfields3), NWP and station data to inform 
probabilistic models of thunderstorm severity.

This approach has shown to significantly improve the 
quality of official thunderstorms warnings for DWD 
(NowCastMIX; James et al. 2018 doi: 10.1175/WAF-D-
18-0038.1).
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Questions
Hail: Joshua Soderholm (joshua.soderholm@bom.gov.au)

Wind: Valentin Louf (valentin.louf@bom.gov.au) and Alain 
Protat (alain.protat@bom.gov.au)


